ABsTRAcT Digital text repositories in the field of theology and history, including the works of John calvin (1509-1564), are promising tools assisting scholars with comprehensive search capabilities, collaborative projects, annotations, and editing options. This paper discusses a case study of the opportunities and limitations of online scholarly archives of primary sources concerning the works of calvin with particular attention to research, education, and publication.
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The phenomenal increase of digital archives in the field of humanities over the last decade has been nothing short of astounding.
2 however promising these digital repositories may seem, a critical assessment of their opportunities and limitations for research, education, and publication is indispensable. The europeana project currently includes over 15 million digital sources from over 1,000 archives in the european union (europeana 2011) , the hathiTrust Digital library, which preserves and provide access to material scanned by 1 This essay is an extended version of a paper delivered at the international congress on calvin Research, Bloemfontein, south Africa, August 22-27, 2010. 2 A digital archive is defined as a collection of digital resources, such as primary source text, focused on a specific area. primary sources are understood in this paper as a first or later letterpress or a scholarly authoritative critical edition of printed material during the era of investigation. secondary sources, then, provide interpretation and analysis of primary sources. All referenced websites have been accessed on october 10 and 11, 2011. google, the internet Archive and other partner institutions include 9 million volumes (hathiTrust 2011), and the collaborative partnership of google with the universities of michigan, harvard, and oxford has produced thus far over 15 million books online (Wikipedia 2011). Furthermore, national initiatives such as e-rara, a swiss digital library dedicated to providing free online access to rare antique swiss books and prints (e-rara 2011), and gallica, a French collaborative project (gallica 2011), contain millions of historical resources, such as books, manuscripts and maps previously only locally available. concurrent with this extraordinary increase of digital resources is the fading away of early criticism about the quality of web-based historical resources for both commercial and open-access archives -though not without facing new inquiries about the creation, dissemination and preservation of scholarly digital archives (Jones 2007:1-10; 2008:54; hadro 2008:25; Feijen & horstmann 2007:53; heery & powel 2006:6-21; van den sompel 2006:12) . Furthermore, many projects of digital critical editions compete constantly for sufficient grant funding to sustain an open access policy, 3 or have to seek for commercial alternatives to continue their scholarly endeavors.
These trends in the digital landscape impact and increasingly will impact the way of research, education and publication of theological studies, which can be illustrated by a case-study and survey of the works of the French / swiss protestant reformer, preacher, teacher, pastor, and theologian John calvin (1509-1564). his works, in part or whole, are now available through a growing number of various portals on the worldwide web, either as open access, such as the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (gallica) (BNF), Bayerische staats Bibliothek (BSB), e-rara, internet Archive (IA), and google Books (GB), which all have been conveniently aggregated in the portal of the Post-reformation Digital Library (pRDl 2011) hosted by the h. henry meeter center for calvin studies, or subscription-based, such as the institute for Reformation Research at the Theological university of Apeldoorn (iRR), the Digital Library of Classic Protestant Texts (DlcpT), and Early English Books Online (eeBo). Although some students and scholars of Reformation studies, and calvin studies in particular, are fairly at home in the digital world, others are bemused. Therefore a brief examination of a selected number of digital primary sources of calvin, restricted to 16 th century editions -the Calvini Opera excepted, may suffice to acquaint one with the research opportunities and limitations both for open access and subscription based.
1. opeN Access: BNF, BsB, iA, e-RARA, AND gB.
The Calvini Opera (Baum, cunitz & Reuss 1861 -1900 is available at open Archive at the university of geneva (open Archive 2011) and partially at GB (google Books 2011) Access to the former initiates the downloading of the requested work -a step not required by GB, and constrained by available bandwidth. The accessed document, viewed as scanned pages of the original letterpress edition, can be searched for specific key words, whereby GB presents all search results, highlighted in context by page number, which open Archive offers one at a time. Although both venues offer download functionality (pDF format), the search function is lost with GB but remains functional in an open Archive document. Furthermore, the entry of multiple words or phrase in the search field reveals that the search engine offers proximity in a sentence or paragraph. For example, the phrase "in summa" presents search results with the words "in" and "summa" sequential or separated by words, and sentences. in other words, the accuracy of the search results requires much discernment and interpretation of the user.
The works of calvin digitally present in latin, French and english at the BNF, such as Interim adultero-germanum (calvin 1549), Defensio orthodoxae fidei de sacra Trinitate (calvin 1554), and Le Catéchisme (calvin 1552) and Sermons of upon the epistle to the Galathians (calvin 1574) are only available in black / white image format, and search by words is not possible, though download in a pDF or Jpeg format for research purposes is available to the user. Furthermore, calvin's works published in the French language are listed in the BNF but originates from e-rara calvin 1548) and the BSB (calvin 1538).
4 it presents the page image in color, and is non-searchable but downloadable, whereby the BSB contain works translated into german, and both contain various commentaries, sermons, treatises and other works. Finally, the IA offers assorted calvin works not only in various online formats, such as viewer, pDF -color and black / white, e-pub., Kindle, Daisy, DjVu and full text, whereby the read-online and both pDF versions are searchable -a functionality that remains after the pDF downloading.
These works then, available through open access, offer an entry globally to the rare editions of calvin's work, which were previously only available locally. in some cases the work is presented with key word search functionality, and in other cases with high-quality digital scans in color -a laudable attempt to embody the original book enhancing the use of these digital primary sources. Furthermore, portals such as the PRDL, an aggregated website, greatly improve the accessibility, and foster a guided use of the various digital resources of calvin's work such as commentaries, sermons, doctrine, polemic, catechetical / liturgical, and correspondence (pRDl 2011).
2. suBscRipTioN-BAseD: DlcpT, eeBo AND iRR
The DLCPT offers more than sixty selected works of calvin, which are fully and advanced searchable, such as single term and phrase search, proximity searching in the same sentence or in the same paragraph on selected parts and the entire work or collective calvin corpus; each work containing page images of the original letterpress edition connected to the searchable digital edition. search results are presented in context or line by line, and in page order, and can be viewed by individual page, paragraph or section. The accuracy of the search result is highly precise, and offers the user the option to view the corresponding page image of the printed work in a separate window. page images of printed works, though with various image quality and limited search capabilities is the core of the more than fifty english works of calvin offered by EEBO. The Calvini Opera (CO) developed by iRR as fully searchable pDF's on compact disc formed the basis of a recent and promising initiative -the combination of a fully and advanced searchable CO integrated with corresponding page image, like the DLCPT, and whereby specific works can be linked to digital editions that are available as open access documents. The user is then able to view the search result of, for example, the Interim Adultero-Germanum, as digital text, text image of the CO and text image of the 1549 edition available through BNF (calvin 1549). Furthermore, iRR envisions that the CO is cross-searchable with other series of the Corpus Reformatorum, and other works of the sixteenth-century Reformation. These works of calvin, then, differentiate themselves primarily in their advance search capabilities and the level of precision of search results from the current open-access publications, as well as their ability to view the digitally formatted text with the corresponding page image. in this way, EEBO offers download functionality for licensed users, which option is currently not available by DLCPT and iRR. This succinct survey shows the various and diverse digital primary sources of the works of this 16 th -century protestant Reformer. Although the majority of the commercially available digital works are still available only through sometimes cost-prohibitive user licensing, a more recent trend shows that open-access initiatives such as GB, IA, and e-rara make identical editions available. For example, the 1540 Commentarri in Epistolam Pauli as Romanos, previously available digitally through the DlcpT, is now freely accessible through IA (calvin 1540). other publications, such as the Defensio othodoxa 194 fidei de sacra Trinitate, are now available through the DLCPT, BNF and GB. 5 here, two observations are in order: first the search limitation of the open access archives remains a factor, but this might be temporary given the strong development efforts of advanced optical character recognition technology, including accurate identification of 16 th century letter types. however, if this trend continues, which is not unlikely, only the differentiating search functionality, quality of images, and user options could justify the continuation of restricted access. Furthermore, this trend shows also the complexity of the digital world, which may offer various outcomes for the deployment of these digital primary sources in research, education, and publication.
concerning research, the current, and ever-increasing, number of available web-based primary sources present scholars and students of calvin studies with advantages, such as local and round-the-clock availability of primary sources, building a personal library of digital sources for research purpose, and speedy locating of certain text(s) or phrases, previously part of a painstaking and time-consuming labor. however, these quickly generated search results must not only be judged on the accuracy of the primary source text but also on their lack in general of the surrounding text and accompanying argument of the author that is present in reading a tome physically in hands. Furthermore, the presentation of multiple search results of a certain word or phrase may assist the user in identifying possible connections of the author's flow of argument, yet one should exercise caution in constructing any initial conclusions from such search results (hatch 2007:150-160; maynard & o'Brien 2010:400) . For example, a key word search in calvin's Psychopannychia (1534) on "anima" provides sixty-five occurrences in paragraph context, and reveals calvin's use of the word in various ways. The search, however, neither takes into account the various declensions of the word, nor do the results give an immediate sense of the relationship, if any, to the main argument of the treatise. in short, the gain of access of the digital primary source may be tempered by the quality of the retrieved information, whereby the task of critical understanding and interpretation of the text remains with the reader. in regard to education, those that teach calvin studies should consider incorporating these digital primary sources in course curricula. Although the students, the next generation of calvin scholars, are usually more acquainted with the digital world than the one currently teaching the subject matter, the exposure to primary source material offers new teaching opportunities. This is especially true for those countries that previously have been deprived of primary sources, and the ability to identify, contextualize, explore, analyze and evaluate the source (Walbert 2004; Anderson 2009:35-38; Johnston 195 2009:50-52; Ridgway 2009:60-61) . The latter may be enhanced by comparing (digitally) such source with later editions, critical editions, and secondary sources. For example, calvin's Acta Synodi Tridentinae is present at GB as the critical edition, the CO (7:365-506), whereby the text is accompanied with explanatory or interpretive notes, but also available as the 1547 edition at the BSB and IA, without editorial apparatus (calvin 1547). such may assist students develop a more precise skill of a discerned reading of the primary text and editorial commentary, and enhance the quality of learning -though such learning does not ignore the pedagogical and didactical expediency of nonlinear reading of the codex book that so amazed st. Augustine (grossman 2011:13) . Furthermore, the increased use of e-learning applications offers ample opportunity to integrate the digital primary sources of calvin's works into the study curriculum, which in that way also may contribute to a more eco-friendly learning environment by reduced paper use.
Finally, the use of digital primary sources will test new ways of citations, annotation, and open venues for publication in various forms such as e-journals and e-books, but also will present challenges of copyright and licensing guided or not by fair-use provisions. Despite these challenges, the institut für schweizerische Reformationsgeschichte, in conjunction with the Zwingliverein, recently launched a comprehensive, yet user-friendly academic and peer-reviewed e-journal (Zwingliana). Authors have the option to submit articles, and users can register to have free access to electronic published issues with a three year delay and will find more than 2,000 full text searchable articles in over 200 different issues of the journal since its founding in 1897. This form of publication, dedicated to calvin studies, may foster an additional way of scholarly communication. 3. coNclusioN in conclusion, the current developments in the digital landscape, including the field of theology, and in particular those related to the studies of calvin's work by a continuing and increasing number of available primary sources, as well as a rising number of possibilities of making use of these sources, offer at the same time various opportunities and limitations, as the boundaries of scholarship, open access and commercial interest will continue to be tested, appropriated and defined. The rising number of early editions of the geneva reformer available through open access shows concurrently a duplication of digitalization effort. Although the cost of digitalization may continue to decrease over time, a coordinated and cooperative initiative may lead to making more 6 Open Journal Systems is an open source journal application and a viable candidate to implement an e-journal for calvin studies.
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works available, and optimizing hosting space and preservation. 7 Furthermore, researchers should continue consulting commercial digital archives of calvin resources, leveraging publications and editions that are not available through open access and making use of the advanced search capabilities such archives offer. in addition, the combination of different digital primary sources other than calvin's text, such as, for example, digital cartography, historical records of the city of geneva, and sixteenth-century publishers and printing houses may advance cross-disciplinary research, especially when crosscollection searches can retrieve collective results from such digital archives. Digital scholarly archive projects, such as First source at the Jonathan edwards center at yale university, promise advanced interplays between the Calvini and Melanchtoni Opera, the edwards corpus, and Westminster Assembly records, thereby opening new ways of comparative research (First source 2011).
The field of theology should make discriminated use of the new possibilities of digital research, education and publication to raise academic standards by internationally advancing thoughtful theological reflections through digital media. 
